HARMONIC RESONANCE
The Creation of the Universe

Through the woods wandering paths
And the winds of wisdom’s maths
I was lifted into a listening Light
Of quantum dancing bright:

In gorgeous golden halos gifting Love
O’er arias of octaves oscillating above
Resonating in time of no time
In pure mathematical rhyme
The universe sings a song of amore
Opening a door within a door

The *Maestro* motions for all whom hears
Manifesting the music of the spheres!
Beaming streaming a sunrise symphony
Ordaining to orchestrate
The opening of heaven’s gates!!!

*Luminoso con spiritoso libero!*

The music crescendos as the luminous luster enfolds
Releasing incandescent silvery stars glittering with golds
Florescent crystals prism rainbow spectra-band suns
Auspiciously igniting icosahedrons and dodecahedrons
Composing circles squares triangles and octahedrons
‘Chi’ generating resonating radiant star tetrahedrons
Polychromatic polyhedrons posing in pictograms
Elucidating energetic infinite effluent info-grams:
The *Maestro Magnifico* signs to align
A performance oratorio divine!

Interconnecting informing interchanging with one and other
Transient trans-mutating intangibly tangible tonal color
Transforming, transferring transmitting
Ethereal frequencies emitting
Illuminating nature’s code
In numerical musical mode!

The *Maestro* mystically magnifies the participants’ prismatic presence
Emphasizing an all-pervading polytonal perfumed essence
Featuring festive flourishing fields of holographic harmony
Conducting dynamic, magnetic, quantum and plasma energy!
Architecting artwork vibrant in vacillating vivid life forms
Of symbiotic self-similarity fractals seeding ‘Mandelbrots’!
Polarizing plasma pulsating in perpetual motions
Prevailing and palpating the planetary oceans

Flamboyantly formulating phenomena!
Colorfully designing the mystical mandala
The Maestro depicts patterns aesthetically
Resonating and reflecting resplendently
Sphered spinning energy rotating and revolving around
Entrancing and enrapturing with “Light” and sound!

Geometric form eternally rhythm’d in actions and reactions
Reflecting luminous patterns of rainbow’d refractions!
The Maestro Manifico seers a celestial wand grandioso! –

Manifesting a Sixty-Four Star Tetrahedron!
‘Vector Equilibrium’
“Heaven directs from all sides!”

I took a deep breath and looked all around
And as I listened I heard an eternal sound
I looked and looked deep inside
Where infinity gazed back on the universal tide!

Diamond Designed
Reflecting the divine
Omnipotence chimed!

In multi dimensional space and time
Commissioned in motions of mime
Bright and brilliant colors emanate
Florescent and magnificent!
Epiphany omnificent!
A sensational celestial symphony
Mirroring metaphysically
Empathetically
Painting a perceptive pallet pastel’d lens
Light and music project in polytonal gems
Of pearled and crystalized formations
Merging “Merkaba” equating intonations.
The maestro illustrates a multidimensional spectra show
Radiating a luminescent and iridescent glow
Of musical mandalas mirroring infinite law
Mystically, magically moving in awe!

Luminous!
Omniferous!

In celestial song the universe sings out
Divining the devout
In destiny’s call
Encompassing all!

OM
AUM

Transcending
Kaleidoscoping
Auric auras radiating and emanating
Prana pervading resonating
Omniscient crystal luminescence
Effulgent ethereal incandescence
Limitless infinite eternal bliss
Orgasmic breathe of the universe!
Mantra chants and tantric dance
Alpha beta delta and theta
Ad astra!

Buddha Bliss – Joyful Wisdom
Kwan Yin – Compassion
Enlightenment!

Life’s legacy transcending time
In no time in time of rhythmic rhyme
Cultivating circulating caressing the Divine
Luminous waves of vascillating vibrations
Fern fluctuating in fibonocci formations
In fields’ frequencies of fundamental foundations!
I hear
The atmosphere
I see the way
Of night and day
The yin and yang
And verses sang
Cosmic resonance celestial space
Propagating all the race
In quantum dancing bright
“Then there was Light!”

The music’s persuasive pleasure
Motivates a melodious measure
Presenting ‘Pastoral’s’ picturesque theme:

‘The Sunrise Beam!’
Featuring flowering flora
Growing!
Aurora’s sunrise
Glowing!
Rivers running
Flowing!
Birdsong
Whistling!
In dewdrops
Glistening!
In condensation’s mist
Photosynthesis!

From celestial seas to molten mountain
Lakes, rivers, oceans and fountain
From liquids, solids, gas and matter,
To the rain’s pitter-patter!

Maestro Magnifico manipulates the show....
Multiplying magnifying enhancing the glow!
Seducing celestial seraphims’ sings
Whispering from wondrous wings
The music swings!

Dolcissimo
‘Canon Contata Chromatico’
The angels' ethereal choir choruses
With golden essence resonating from within!

A lovely Seraphim Expression
Awakening the call of Heaven!

The show platforms pandering to the audience
Seducing surreptitiously each and every sense
The music lulls into a luxurious melody
Echoing expressions of ethereal harmony
In polychromatic spectoral sprays
The Maestro resonates radiant rays!
Illuminating “Metatron” cubes
In sensational “Sandalphon” tonal tunes........
Musical mandalas mirroring infinite law
Mystically, magically moving in awe!

This is the lesson!
The universe within the universe
All within all
Above and below the spinning ball
“As above so Below”

Round running ‘round
Synchronizing the spectrum’s sound
Within
Without
Microcosmic
Macrocosmic
Oceans of infinity
Refractions reflecting resplendent in harmony!
In tempo’d time of polychromatic pulsations
Instigating to inspire inducing imaginations’
Fancy formulas’ flourishing flourescent fan-
Stretching streaked in a supersonic splendiferous span!
Darning dyes
In rainbow’d skies
Chromatic tonal spectrums’ legacy
Of curved space time odyssey
From quirky little quarks quintessence
To quantum’s curious dancing presence!
Brilliant colors converging and flowing
Connecting all - gathering the glowing!
Energy...........
You see?

Suddenly cymbals c-l-a-s-h !
Driving data to dash
Encoding
Decoding
Winds walloping...w-h--u-s-h!
Thrusting through the galactic push
Through interstellar and intergalactic space
Where volumes of velocity set the pace
Into mirrored ratio magnetic fusion –
And then just to cause confusion:

Do you think this could all be an illusion?

Wait....
What and when is the date?
Which?
Pitch?

Allegro forza!

Worming, turning time and space
Warping wrinkles switch the pace
Day to night
Night to Light
Through time and place
Past partitioning space
Pulsating paused dating
Stars dissolve fainting
Void
Vacuumed
Consumed
Frio con freddo
A supermassive stellar scene
But not seen
It’s a Black hole!

Where’s the magnetic pole?....
Converted inverted
Spinning...
   Funneling...
   Tunneling...
Sing.......  
No sound  
Found  
Day from Night  
Night to Light  
Eclipse  
Blips  
Lost in the fusion of collusion  
Imagine arriving before leaving  
The heavens heaving!  
Whus-s-shhing winds weaving..........  
   Thieving.........!  
   Thrusting.........!  
   Gusting.......!

Inside Out
All about..........
   Face!
Space!
Re-issuing revolving resolutions of relativity turns  
Of astronomical galactic energy churns  
In tales of time tunneling torroidal tops  
Interval’d frequency floating hip-hop  
Tip Tap Rap!  
Booming a bridging binary beat  
 Raises the tempo and the heat  
Tilted time worming wrapped map  
Zap!  
A gaseous exchange appears to re-arrange

Change

Transformation in time or timeless in an instant  
Discovering the tiny planck from an era distant  
Understanding the charge radius of the proton  
And holographic quintessential quantum  
Nano networks’ newly navigate  
Inspiring to initiate and instigate
Issuing ideas with imaginative inception
Conception!
Creations’ clever book!
Look!
Actions upon reactions
Gigantic galactic interactions
Crossing the event horizon
Rising to the equation!

Manifico!
Expansivo!

Energy!
Free!
Velocity vascillating visions pace
Interlooping cosmic space

Atoms dancing in the atmosphere
Listen carefully can you hear?

Millions
Trillions
Of magnetic notes motivating moves
Crescendo’d chromatic expressive grooves
Growing
Sowing
In double torus tetrahedric transmissions
Calling all the world to come into positions!
From a grain of sand
In a distant land
To a galaxy
Or a far off sea
Infinity informing the geomagnetic field
Harnessing heaven wheeled
In harmonic holograms holy in heart
Divinity designs a splendiferous part
Electric magnetic unison gyrating
Plasma participants push palpating
A plethora of protons promulgating
The music of symbolic numbered verse!

Knowledge is written in symbols and signs
Numerology noting all that’s divine!
The universe
Sings
The planets into orbital rings
In galaxies of space gyrating geared
Whirring wheels sphered and tiered
Harmonizing
Resonating rotating revolving
With answers solving.......

“All-knowing”
Golden glowing!

Rhythmic riddles’ of cosmic oceans
Comprehending by osmosis
All-wise washing wave energy
Translucent transient see to sea
Winds wandering currents crashing!
Nautical numinous spirit splashing!
Sure to shore roaming and foaming
Dribbley water’s droplets homing- zoning
Fluid running in a trickle or a flood
A lotus rising from the mud!
Timeless tonal timbre tinctures!

Bubbles chording blending merging
Surging miraging converging
Foaming filtering frothing
Bubbling burst-ting!
North south east and west
Surfing on the sea’s crest
From sunrise to sunset
Misty magic plays a set
Interchanging and interconnecting
Agile aura filmed fickle fantasia reflecting
Pristine glistening
Opalescent listening
Bellissimo con ritmico
Presto!
POP!
Splash! Poppity plop pop-hop!
Bubbling
Cascading
Fading
Colors merging and flowing.....

Sunrise Glowing!
Tutti armonioso con amore!
One and all!

Here is the mentor:
“The Centre”!

The nucleus is always at the center of it all
It is the central core at the Maestro’s Ball
The flawless fundamental foundation in the show
Featuring the evolvement of the embryo
Round running around the center’s surround
In rebounding surrounds sounds
Resonating in planetary orbits pace
Of inner and outer space
The superimposing circumference twirls
Radiating resonating and revolving in circular whirls
Ending at the beginning!

Beginning at the end-
Resolute
Absolute
Symbiotically reflecting
The negating of everything and anything
Zero
The void-less void of the unsung hero!
Now and then
A moment of Zen
Absent and Present
Herein
Like jinn in a labyrinth spin!
Back to the beginning!
Still spinning
Moving heaven and earth
Systems birth
Seeding germinating
Cells to embryos to gestations
Birthing! Generations!
O’er the seven seas
Through cosmic space stringing heptad keys!
Managing metrological and cosmological creations
Illustrating incarnations’ imaginations!

*Ping!*  
It’s The “I Ching”  
*Change: The inevitable constant*  
*Over time or in an instant!*

‘Yi Zheng’ humming with the ‘Guzheng’
Heptad strings strumming t---r---i---n---g---s---s---
As the pretty peacock spreads his wings
Regal gorgeous feathered colors vibrantly wisp the air
Accompanying the flute and the lute in an oriental love affair!
The *Maestro Magnifico* free winds on the path of the Silk Road east
*Hither Zither erlu* and *pipas* play at the dragon’s golden feast!
Spring and Autumn *breezes* blowing the seasons
With tones of ethical and philosophical reasons-

‘Everything has its Beauty but not everyone sees it!’

“The journey of a thousand miles begins with one step!”

Birthing the philosopher and great teacher: *Confucius*
The *free wind reeds* whistle *spirits of wanderlust!*
*The zither whispers with a mystical modest melodious zing* -  
*Light drumming / Strings strumming / Vibrating  T-r-i-n-g-*!
Confucius and Lao-tzu meeting wisely in the forest
The Great Sages leading the way of Heaven and Earth
In virtuous high moral teachings from birth to mirth
“Imperially Divine”
An auspicious time.......incredibly sublime!
The Tao Te Ching teaching *’the way’*
A path of how to live virtuously every day
*Lao Zi (tzu) leading and guiding* with the ‘*Dao*’ of nature!

“*Study the past if you would define the future!*”

Bamboo winds reed to read:
The interstellar
Fortune-teller
Divining an oracle  
Defining impermeable  
Geomancy’s mathematical maze  
Hexagram hosting galaxy gaze  
Ancient enigmatic book of change  
In yin and yang Qi ordains -  
Earth Water Air and Fire!  
Heaven expressing the element’s desire-

“The Yin and Yang”  
Feminine and Masculine  
Duality dating infinitely corroborating  
And converging  
Interrelating polar opposites balancing the beat  
In unison of all and one they interlock and meet!

“The Flower of Life “  
The spiral of Life dancing ‘Akasha’ into material form

The music shifts to a surreal Indian sitar theme  
Universal consciousness in a form of a dream  
Conveying ‘Shiva and Shakti’ entwined together as symbiotic opposites  
The drums beat and a beautiful flute is heard in the distance  
‘Shiva’ and ‘Shakti’ host the dance in a colorful cosmic romance  
Presenting the transition of the intangible -  
Transformation into the tangible  
Together they represent power and compassion in consequence  
From that which is not manifest to becoming Manifest!  
Duality in the perfection of unity transcends resonating in harmony!

Aurora Nirvana  
Sahasrara!  
Ecstasy!  
‘Lotus of the Thousand Petals!’

Futures present past in kismet karma cast-  
A compendium of ‘Naughty and Nice’  
The Akashic Records realms unmask!....  
Echoing... through destiny’s time: ‘The Book of Life!”  
Mirrors motion mime  
The curved geometry of space-time
Footprints
Image imprints

‘Ayin’
“All-Seeing”

The vanishing point painting perspectives
In pianissimo the music shifts
Molding majestic magnetic melodies
In clear clarity of hidden harmonies
In tonal time tinkling tinctures dab
Math’s masters equate the tab
Summoning all to the reckoning
The music crescendos beckoning!
Natures’ soul secrets in eternal ‘Jing’
The infinite essence zeniths with zing -
Emitting
Transmitting
In a metamorphic feeding
The universe seeding
Showering
Fibonocci  fractal flowering
Spinning Spiraling synchronicity
In salacious sweeps of serendipity!
’Mandelbrot Sets’ Infinity!

“How the universe created you and me?”

The universe within the universe!
In frequencies of form –
After the beginning: “Birth is born!”
Cells dividing duplicating
Resonating replicating
Stranding and Banding
Designing DNA! All together Play!

Spirals’ embedded intelligence pervading in the matrix’d macrocosm
Soul’s swirls sibilantly swinging and swaying in the microcosm!
The Maestro coordinates all the energy fields to flow and form
From the nucleus to the radius pied in Pi conform.
Ratio’d rhythms of measured sessions sectioned or planed
Action’d accordingly as administered and ordained
Designing geodesic formations with the breath of the universe
Encoding in surreptitious spiral numbered verse
Inhalations and exhalations of cosmic birth!
Muse’s musical melody’s mosaics motivating:

*Manifestation*
*In Creation!*

Painting polyhedral patterned pixel panoramas
Distributing data duly coding documenting dramas
In scales of minor and major ever changing events
Quadrivium! Emanating energy in equilibrium!

*Pure essence!*
*This is the Lesson!*

The Maestro *Magnifico* transcends tuning beyond the sixth sense!
Hearing the Arch Angels’ divine messages
Harmonizing heaven’s resplendent vestiges
Ascending to ethereal dimensions!
Equating eternal infinitesimal expressions:

*Simplicity in Complexity!*
*Epiphany*

Luminescent Exotically Jeweled Jubilee Crowning Starring Sephirot!
Reflecting Resonating Radiating Emanating Illuminating Euphoria!
Nature’s secret code of codes harmonizing the information
Forever formulating the phenomena of creation!

*The Maestro Magnifico seers a celestial wand*
*Manifesting a One Hundred and Four Sided Star Tetrahedron!*

‘THE OMNIA-TETRA-STAR-AGON!’
*Omnipotent!*
*Enlightenment!*
Sanctity sealed Resonance reveals:
*The Unified Field!*

********
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